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ABSTRACT
Processor manufacturers have increased the number of cores
in a chip, and the latest manycore processor has up to 76 phys-
ical cores and 304 hardware threads. On the other hand, the
revolution of OS schedulers to manage processes in systems
is slow to follow up emerging manycore processors.

In this paper, we show how much CFS, the default Linux
scheduler, can break the performance of parallel applications
on manycore processors (e.g., Intel Xeon Phi). Then, we pro-
pose a novel scheduler named FLSCHED, which is designed
for lockless implementation with less context switches and
more efficient scheduling decisions. In our evaluations on
Xeon Phi, FLSCHED shows better performance than CFS up
to 1.73× for HPC applications and 3.12× for micro-benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Manycore processors are now prevalent in all types of comput-
ing devices, including mobile devices, servers, and hardware
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accelerators. For example, a single Xeon processor has up to
24 physical cores or 48 hardware threads [14], and a Xeon
Phi processor has up to 76 physical cores or 304 hardware
threads [22, 24]. In addition, due to increasingly important
machine learning workloads, which are compute-intensive
and massively parallel, we expect that the core count per
system will increase further.

The prevalence of manycore processors imposes new chal-
lenges in scheduler design. First, schedulers should be able to
handle the unprecedented high degree of parallelism. When
the CFS scheduler was introduced, quad-core servers were
dominant in data centers. Now, 32-core servers are standard
in data centers [18]. Moreover, servers with more than 100
cores are becoming popular [2]. Under such a high degree
of parallelism, a small sequential part in a system can break
the performance and scalability of an application. Amdahl’s
Law says that if a sequential part in an entire system increases
from 1% to 2%, then we end up with significantly decreased
maximum speed up from 50 times to 33 times. In particular,
schedulers in the Linux kernel use various lock primitives,
such as spinlock, mutex, and read-write semaphore, to pro-
tect their data structures (see Table 1). We found that those
sequential parts in schedulers protected by locks significantly
degrade the performance of massively parallel applications.
The performance degradation becomes especially significant
in communication-intensive applications, which need sched-
uler intervention (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Second, the cost of context switching keeps increasing
as the amount of context, which needs to be saved and re-
stored, increasing. In Intel architectures, the width of SIMD
register file has increased from 128-bits to 256-bits and now
to 512-bits in XMM, YMM, and AVX, respectively [19].
This problem becomes exaggerated when the limited mem-
ory bandwidth is shared among many CPU cores with small
cache such as Xeon Phi processors. Recent schedulers adopt
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lazy optimization techniques, which do not save unchanged
register files, to reduce the context switching overhead [8, 27].
However, there is no way but paying high cost for compute-
intensive applications, which heavily rely on SIMD operations
for better performance.

In this paper, we present FLSCHED—a new process sched-
uler to address the aforementioned problems. FLSCHED is
designed for manycore accelerators like Xeon Phi. We adopt
a lockless design to keep FLSCHED from becoming a se-
quential bottleneck. This is particularly critical for manycore
accelerators, which have a large number of CPU cores; the
Xeon Phi processor, which we used for experiment in this
paper, has 57 cores or 228 hardware threads. FLSCHED is
also designed for minimizing the number of context switches.
Because a Xeon Phi processor has 2× larger vector registers
than Xeon processors (i.e., 32 512-bit registers for Xeon Phi
and 16 512-bits registers for Xeon processor), and its per-core
memory bandwidth and cache size are smaller than a Xeon
processor, its overhead of context switching is higher than a
Xeon processor [9]. Thus, it is critical to minimize the number
of context switching as many as possible. Finally, FLSCHED
is tailored to throughput-oriented workloads, which are domi-
nant in manycore accelerators.

This paper makes following three contributions:
• We evaluate how the widely-used Linux schedulers

(i.e., CFS, FIFO, and RR) perform in a manycore ac-
celerator. We analyze their behavior especially in terms
of spinlock contention, which will increase a sequen-
tial portion in a scheduler, and the number of context
switching.
• We design a new processor scheduler, named FLSCHED,

which is tailored for minimizing the number of context
switching in a lockless fashion.
• We show the effectiveness of FLSCHED for real-world

OpenMP applications and micro-benchmarks. In partic-
ular, FLSCHED outperforms all other Linux schedulers
for NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) by up to 73%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: §2 provides
the motivation of our work with a case study, and §3 de-
scribes FLSCHED’s design in detail. §4 evaluates and analy-
ses FLSCHED’s performance. §5 compares FLSCHED with
previous research, and §6 concludes the paper.

2 CASE STUDY ON XEON PHI
In this section, we analyze how existing schedulers in the
Linux kernel perform on manycore processors, especially a
Xeon Phi processor. A lot of research efforts have been made
to make OS scalable to fully utilize manycore processors [3–
7, 12, 23]. Our focus in this paper is to investigate whether
existing schedulers in the Linux kernel are efficient and scal-
able enough to manage manycore processors. To this end, we
evaluated performance of three widely-used schedulers, CFS,
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Figure 1: Performance comparison of NPB benchmarks run-
ning 1,600 threads on a Xeon Phi with different process sched-
ulers. Performance (OPS: operations per second) is normalized
to that of CFS.
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Figure 2: Execution time and number of context switches of
hackbench on a Xeon Phi. We used the thread test mode with
increasing the number of groups. Each group has 20 senders
and 20 receivers communicating via pipe.

FIFO, and RR, with high performance computing (HPC) ap-
plications and a communication-intensive micro-benchmark.

We first measured the performance of NAS Parallel Bench-
mark (NPB) [1], which is written in OpenMP, running on the
Xeon Phi. In particular, we ran eight NPB benchmarks, which
fit in the Xeon Phi memory, and measured the operation per
second (OPS). As Figure 1 shows, there is no clear winner
among CFS, FIFO, and RR: for five benchmarks, FIFO and
RR are better than CFS; for the other three benchmarks, CFS
is better than FIFO and RR. In contrast, FLSCHED shows bet-
ter performance for all benchmarks, except for is. Especially,
four benchmarks (i.e., cg, mg, sp, and ua) show significantly
better performance up to 1.73 times. For the analysis of sched-
uler behavior, we ran the perf profiling tool while running
the benchmarks. We found that spinlock contention in the
schedulers could become a major scalability bottleneck. As
Table 2 shows, for the four benchmarks, which FLSCHED
shows significant higher performance, CFS, FIFO, and RR
spend significantly longer time for spinlock contention in
schedulers (i.e., around 8-15%) than FLSCHED (i.e., around 3-
5%). This shows that the increased sequential portion caused
by lock contention in schedulers can significantly deteriorate
the performance and scalability of applications.
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To see how the number of context switching affects perfor-
mance, we ran hackbench [11], which is a scheduler bench-
mark. We set the configuration of hackbench to use threads
for parallelism and pipe for communication among threads.
Figure 2 shows the execution time and the number of con-
text switching on the Xeon Phi. It is clear that the number of
context switching becomes a dominant factor of performance
especially in communication-intensive applications such as
hackbench. In particular, CFS shows the worst performance
contrasting to FIFO, RR, and FLSCHED with the largest num-
ber of context switching. In Xeon Phi, the overhead of context
switching is much higher than a Xeon processor due to its
2× larger register set and 1.2× slower memory bandwidth per
core [9].

The above two cases show that all three representative
schedulers fail to scale on manycore processors: all three
have significant lock contentions, and CFS incurs too fre-
quent context switching, which is expensive for manycore
accelerators. This is the right moment to revisit the design
and policy of schedulers, as manycore processors and acceler-
ators are getting rapidly popular, and many applications have
started being stuck by these problems.

3 FLSCHED: FEATHER-LIKE
SCHEDULER

In this section, we describe the overview and major design
principles of FLSCHED, and present its design in detail. To
aim a novel scheduler on manycore processors like Xeon
Phi, FLSCHED focuses on lockless implementation, decision
mechanism for context switch for rescheduling and preemp-
tion, and efficient implementation.

3.1 Overview and design
From the version 2.6.23, the mainline Linux kernel adopted
CFS scheduler as a default scheduler [16]. It is undisputed that
CFS is very useful and one of the commonly-used schedulers,
but CFS can break the performance of applications and still
has chances to perform better as discussed in §2. From the
case study on Xeon Phi, we derived the lessons as below.
Lock contention. It is well known that locking mechanism
is essential for accessing shared data and, in the meanwhile,
can break the scalability of system [17]. Unfortunately, with
a lot of cores and as the number of cores increased, the perfor-
mance breaking effect of a lock in scheduler increases with
an exponential scale.
Context switches. Another lesson is that CFS incurs addi-
tional or too frequent context switches due to its design goal.
From our code analysis of the latest CFS scheduler, CFS per-
forms context switch for responsiveness, fairness, and load
balancing. It is reasonable because CFS was designed for
desktop and server machines from its birth. However, keeping

Lock types CORE CFS FIFO/RR FL

raw_spin_lock 16 1 12 -
raw_spin_lock_irq/irqsave 13 5 2 -
rcu_read_lock 14 5 1 -
spin_lock - - - -
spin_lock_irq/irqsave 12 - - -
read_lock 3 - - -
read_lock_irq/irqsave 1 - - -
mutex_lock 6 - - -

Total 65 11 15 0

Table 1: Number of locks in the scheduler codes of the Linux
kernel for Xeon Phi. FLSCHED is implemented without locks in
itself.

responsiveness and fairness between users and tasks are less
required for co-processors like Xeon Phi, and in that sense
we need to reduce context switches.
Efficiency. CFS updates scheduling information as frequently
as possible because CFS tries to strictly keep the fairness be-
tween tasks, and it is backed up by lots of task running states.
With the small number of cores, it is meaningful to schedule
tasks in a fine-grain manner for better fairness. However, if
we have a lot of cores, making scheduling decision faster is
more important rather than sophisticated decision determined
by a lot of information updates because we can use many
cores for each task.
Limitations and trade-offs. Although the lockless design
and implementation of FLSCHED contributed to the perfor-
mance enhancement, we unfortunately failed to reduce the
locks in the scheduler core of the Linux kernel because the
modification of scheduler core takes effect to all of other
schedulers. Also, by reducing and delaying the context switches,
FLSCHED can lose responsibility. However, FLSCHED achieves
more throughput which is crucial for accelerators like Xeon
Phi.

3.2 Locklessness
The performance degradation due to lock holding in sched-
uler has been pointed out for long time. Fortunately, Linux
removed a global lock mechanism and distributed a central-
ized runqueue lock to per-runqueue locks from 2.6 kernel [20].
However, modern OS schedulers and CFS, which is state of
the art, still embed locks.

Table 1 shows the number of locks in the scheduler codes
of the Linux kernel for Xeon Phi. The core scheduler code
(sched.c) includes the highest number of locks, CFS (sched_-
fair.c) has 11 locks, and FIFO/RR (sched_rt.c) has 15 locks, in
total. Most of these locks are used for runqueue management,
runtime statistics updates, load balancing mechanism, and
scheduler features. On the other hand, FLSCHED is imple-
mented without locks in itself by restructuring and optimizing
of mechanisms.
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Comparing to RR which has the largest number of locks,
two locks are for the runtime statistics, five locks are to bal-
ance the load of cores, and eight locks are used for bandwidth
control mechanism. First, we removed the runtime statistics
updates of scheduler to reduce these locks. It is possible be-
cause these are not critical for FLSCHED to make scheduling
decisions on Xeon Phi. The Linux scheduler adopts two types
of load balance triggering mechanisms. One is triggered by a
periodic timer, and the other is triggered by scheduler events
such as fork/exec system calls and task wake-up. Five locks
to keep balance the load of cores are used for the periodic
load balance mechanism. FLSCHED is implemented not to
use the periodic load balance to avoid the five locks. CPU
bandwidth control is to support hard CPU bandwidth lim-
its. A scheduler that is work-conserving by nature does not
limit the maximum amount of CPU time. However, there are
computing environments that need the maximum CPU time.
Especially, cloud computing environment in which users pay
per use should guarantee the maximum CPU bandwidth [26].
This feature is less required for co-processor like Xeon Phi,
and therefore FLSCHED removes it with the last eight locks.
The lock elimination of FLSCHED largely contributes to per-
formance improvement as shown §4.1. Note that FLSCHED
itself has no locks, but the schedulre core part has locks.

3.3 Less context switches
Reschedule. The main scheduler function checks a bit flag,
NEED_RESCHED bit, to decide whether to execute a context
switch or not. FLSCHED delays all settings of the reschedule
flag to avoid context switches as many as possible. This ap-
proach has the possibility of decreasing response time and
fairness. However, computation throughput is more impor-
tant than responsiveness and fairness since Xeon Phi will be
mostly used for high performance computing. Especially, the
context switch overhead of Xeon Phi is much larger than that
of general-purpose processors because its core contains more
register sets for vector processing [9].
Preemption. Although the reasons of preemption are various
case by case, most of preemption is incurred by priority. For
most of OS, the priority mechanism is essential to differen-
tiate the runtime or the order to get CPU. However, it is less
required for Xeon Phi to compute data using massive cores be-
cause most of tasks will work using the same priority. When
preemption is needed for any reason, FLSCHED does not
immediately perform preemption. Instead, FLSCHED moves
the location of tasks in runqueues and performs normal task
switches in later term.

3.4 Faster and efficient scheduling decision
To make scheduler faster and more efficient, one of our ap-
proaches is to minimize scheduling information updates. In

the case of CFS, the update_curr_fair function, whose major
role is to renew the runtime statistics of current task, takes
very short time but it is called huge number of times with a
spinlock as shown in Table 3. It can be non-negligible over-
head in manycore processors. FLSCHED works based on a
given time slice with Round-Robin. The amount of time slice
for a task is the only managed scheduling information for
FLSCHED and managed inside of the task_tick function only.

The enqueue_task/dequeue_task functions take role of move
a task from/to the runqueue of a CPU core. As the number
of context switch increases, these function calls are also in-
creased. FLSCHED simplified the total depth and path of
these functions. Consequentially, the average execution time
of these functions are less than 24% compared to those of
CFS, as shown in Table 3.

FLSCHED does not provide three scheduling features that
are supported in CFS: control groups, group scheduling, and
autogroup scheduling. All these are not necessary features
for Xeon Phi co-processor, and therefore FLSCHED does not
implement them for more efficiency.

4 EVALUATION
This section describes the evaluation results and analysis of
FLSCHED. The evaluations of FLSCHED are performed to
address the following questions:
• Performance impact on applications: How much do

the locklessness and the efficiency of FLSCHED affect
on the performance of real-world applications? We ran
HPC applications on Xeon Phi, and the results are pre-
sented at §4.1.
• Design choices: What does make FLSCHED get better

performance? Using a micro-benchmark, we measured
how much each design choice contributes to perfor-
mance improvement. The results are shown at §4.2 and
§4.3.
• Efficiency analysis: How much efficient is FLSCHED?

We show the efficiency of FLSCHED by comparing
with CFS scheduler at function execution level. The
results are summarized at §4.3.

We performed all of the experiments on our 18-core ma-
chine (1-socket, 18 cores per socket, 2 threads per core, Intel
Xeon E5-2699) equipped with 64GB memory. This machine
is equipped with a Xeon Phi processor, 31S1P, that has 57
physical cores (4 threads per core) and 8 GB internal memory.
We used the Linux kernel version 4.1.0-rc8 for host machine
and 2.6.38 for Xeon Phi. The Linux kernel 2.6.38 is the latest
kernel version that Intel officially releases and supports as of
06/2017, and the version of Intel manycore platform software
stack (MPSS) to control Xeon Phi is 3.5.1. We ran all evalua-
tions 10 times and reported their average. The error bars on
each graph represent standard deviations of the 10 executions.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) for the problem size class A with different schedulers.

4.1 Performance impact on applications
To show the performance impact on applications, we used
the NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) [1]. NPB is a set of
programs to evaluate the performance of parallel computing.
We used the NPB version 3.3.1 which has ten evaluation
benchmarks. Some of them cannot be run on Xeon Phi due
to insufficient memory. As shown in Figure 3, we ran the
programs with increasing number of OpenMP threads and
measured the execution time of them. All of the applications
show better performance with FLSCHED except the several
cases of ep and is. Especially, FLSCHED shows much better
performance than CFS, FIFO, and RR for cg, mg, sp, and
ua. These four applications perform user-level spinning with
calling yield system call within the OpenMP library waiting
for a certain condition. As the scheduler invocation increases,
the efficiency of scheduler largely affects to the overall exe-
cution time. In these cases, the major cause of performance
gap among the designs of FLSCHED is the lockless design.
As shown in Table 2, the do_raw_spin_lock function ratio
in FLSCHED while executing the application is much lower
than those of others. The small amount of lock contention in
FLSCHED is due to the locks in the core code of the Linux
scheduler (core.c). This evaluation result shows the small
amount of lock elimination results in the large performance
improvement of applications especially on manycore proces-
sors. Also, the lockless design of FLSCHED is highly effective
in such cases.

4.2 Micro-benchmarks analysis
To deeply understand behavior of schedulers, we used hack-
bench [11] which is well known for scheduler performance
evaluation. It creates task groups, and each group sends and

NPB program CFS (%) FIFO (%) RR (%) FLSCHED (%)

bt 7.29 8.53 8.60 3.05
cg 10.73 13.61 12.93 4.11
ep 0.97 0.89 0.91 1.10
ft 5.34 5.25 5.57 4.04
is 0.21 0.17 0.18 0.12
mg 6.84 7.30 7.15 2.85
sp 8.23 9.95 9.98 3.58
ua 14.63 15.79 15.46 5.96

Table 2: Execution time of spinlock (do_raw_spin_lock) while ex-
ecuting NPB with 1,600 threads. We used the perf tool and col-
lected system-wide information on Xeon Phi. The benchmark
programs that FLSCHED shows much better performance are
marked in bold.

receives short messages each other. Tasks can be created ei-
ther of fork or pthread, and message passing can be via either
of socket or pipe. We evaluated all combinations of them
increasing parallelism as shown in Figure 4.

As the number of groups increases, the execution time
of all schedulers increases in a linear scale, and the execu-
tion time of pipe message passing is much better than that
of socket message passing due to socket overhead. In short,
FLSCHED takes much shorter time than CFS and shows sim-
ilar performance comparing with FIFO and RR. Especially,
the performance improvement of FLSCHED is much higher in
pipe message passing compared to CFS, since the scheduling
overhead takes larger part of the total execution time with the
smaller overhead of pipe than that of socket. In the case of
hackbench running in a thread/socket mode, the improvement
of FLSCHED is not large as much as the case of hackbench
process with socket. However, FLSCHED is 3.12 times faster
than CFS at best with pipe message passing.
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Scheduler functions CFS FLSCHED Normalized ratio

Count Average time (ns) Count Average time (ns) (Average time)

check_preempt 42,184,784 5,058 3,202 917 0.18
dequeue_task 42,476,857 19,008 10,646 3,636 0.19
enqueue_task 42,479,016 17,314 10,792 4,169 0.24
pick_next_task 66,951,729 5,261 5,532,392 1,937 0.37
pre_schedule - - 10,646 718 -
put_prev_task 66,503,232 6,185 10,647 1,138 0.18
select_task_rq 42,426,871 10,837 8,031 2,549 0.24
set_cpus_allowed - - 1 2,997 -
task_tick 906,640 13,131 112 1,042 0.08
task_waking 42,418,867 2,290 10,792 1 0.00
update_curr 342,354,453 2 - - 0.00

Table 3: Execution count and time of major scheduler functions while running hackbench on Xeon Phi. We ran hackbench with 200
groups of process and pipe communication. The total execution time was 28.037 seconds for CFS, and 11.102 seconds for FLSCHED,
respectively. The important decision scheduler functions are marked in bold.
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Figure 4: Execution time and number of context switches
in hackbench. We tested the process/thread modes with
socket/pipe message passing. A group uses 40 tasks, and there-
fore the number of group 200 means concurrent 8,000 tasks.
The pXXX denotes pipe mechanism while the other denotes
socket mechanism.

As performance increases in FLSCHED, the number of
context switching decreases. In the case of p200, the context
switches of CFS is 11 times more than that of FLSCHED. The
context switch on Xeon Phi is more harmful than that on Xeon
processor as described in §3.3. This results confirm that the
design choice of FLSCHED to avoid context switches as many
as possible is highly effective. In addition, the lockless design
of FLSCHED has significant impact on the performance of
hackbench. Note that the spinlock execution time in CFS
takes 14.14% while that in FLSCHED is 8.13%.

4.3 Performance breakdown
To see what make the enhancement of FLSCHED in detail, we
performed a function level analysis on CFS and FLSCHED.
Table 3 shows the function call count and the average execu-
tion time of CFS and FLSCHED. We used the ftrace tool to
collect the data while running hackbench process benchmark
with 200 groups. During their executions, the call count and
average execution time of each major scheduler function were
collected. The "-" mark denotes that the function is not called.
Each function call count is the sum of calls from each core
and from multiple callers.

In Table 3, we can identify the average execution times of
major scheduler functions in FLSCHED are much shorter than
those of CFS. Especially, the update_curr function (update_-
curr_fair in CFS), which is called more than 342M times with
2ns, is completely not used in FLSCHED. Although the total
execution time of update_curr is 684ms (2.4% of application
execution time) with simple math, the effect of update_curr is
exponentially amplified because it is protected by a spinlock,
which increases the sequential portion of an entire system.

Moreover, the important scheduling decision functions
(e.g. enqueue_task, dequeue_task, pick_next_task, and se-
lect_task_rq) take much shorter time. The average execution
times of them are reduced by 63-81% from those of CFS.
These ftrace evaluation results confirm that the design and
implementation of FLSCHED, whose efficient decision and
removal of unnecessary features to make it lightweight, is
highly effective.

The function call counts of FLSCHED are also much lower
than those of CFS. Although the execution time difference is
2.5 times, the call counts of functions are much higher. Es-
pecially, the important scheduling decision functions of CFS
are 12-5,000 times more than those of FLSCHED. The pre_-
schedule and the set_cpus_allowed are added for FLSCHED,
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but their performance overhead is negligible for the overall
performance.

5 RELATED WORK
OS scheduler. The current state-of-the-art CFS Linux sched-
uler was introduced from the Linux kernel 2.6.23. Its main
idea is that processes should be given a fair amount of proces-
sor by using the concept of virtual runtime [13]. However, the
problem of CFS was addressed several times. Kravetz [17]
showed the lock contention of the Linux runqueue and pre-
sented multiple runqueues. Lozi et al. [21] built a novel tool
which could show scheduler activities and provided several
bug fixes for the Linux kernel scheduler by using their tool.
They are different from FLSCHED in that they tried to im-
prove several faults and shortcomings of CFS, but our ap-
proach is to propose a novel scheduler for manycore proces-
sors like Xeon Phi.
Scheduler for Xeon Phi. Cadambi et al. [9] proposed a
middleware for Xeon Phi, COSMIC, which performs a fair
scheduling of multiple co-processors. Coviello et al. [10]
studied a cluster scheduler for Xeon Phi compute clusters. As
an extension of COSMIC, they implemented their sharing-
aware algorithm onto CONDOR [25] and COSMIC. They are
cluster level job schedulers while FLSCHED is an OS level
scheduler for Xeon Phi itself. Jha et al. [15] analyzed the
performance impact of thread affinity and schedulers which
are supported by OpenMP for their hash join implementation
on Xeon Phi. It is also a job allocation level scheduler, not an
OS scheduler for Xeon Phi like FLSCHED.

6 CONCLUSION
We performed a comprehensive analysis on the Linux sched-
ulers including CFS, the state-of-the-art scheduler of the
Linux kernel, using a manycore processor. We observed per-
formance degradation of the Linux schedulers and found the
two major causes: spinlock contention in scheduler and too
many context switches.

From the lessons learned, we propose a novel scheduler,
FLSCHED, which is designed for lockless implementation and
aims for less context switches. FLSCHED accomplished much
faster and more efficient scheduling decision. FLSCHED shows
better performance than CFS up to 1.73× for HPC applica-
tions and 3.12× for micro-benchmarks on Xeon Phi.
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